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California has long been a leader in developing and
deploying clean, low-carbon technologies, in large part
due to its supportive public policies. Revenues from
the auction of carbon emissions allowances create new
opportunities for California to continue its leadership
in clean energy. Using a portion of these revenues to
create a California Green Bank could leverage private
capital to allow more Californians to access clean
energy, reduce energy costs, and more rapidly transition
to a lower-carbon economy.

What is a Green Bank?
Many low-carbon technologies cost more at first but
save money over time. However, many of California’s
people, businesses, and public entities cannot obtain
affordable financing to take advantage of low-carbon
technologies. California’s innovators and entrepreneurs
face a similar problem accessing financing to scale-up
and commercialize new low-carbon technologies.
A Green Bank is a quasi-public institution or a
governmental financing authority that can help bridge
this gap by encouraging investors and private lenders
to start expanding financing opportunities for lowcarbon technologies. By using financial tools such as
long-term and low interest rate loans, revolving loan
funds, insurance products (such as loan guarantees or
loan-loss reserves), and low-cost public investments,
a Green Bank could catalyze private financing for
low-carbon technologies. Key opportunities include
distributed and large-scale clean energy generation,
clean transportation vehicles and infrastructure, as
well as water and energy efficiency measures in small
businesses and homes. Many of these opportunities are
new to investors; a Green Bank’s pioneering investments
and support could provide the experience and data they
need to enter this market.
A California Green Bank could build upon the
experience of green banks recently established
in Connecticut, New York, and Hawaii, and act in
coordination with existing state and federal programs to
promote a cleaner, low-carbon future. Through careful
future analysis and stakeholder input, the green bank
should be designed to:
• Accelerate the transition to low-carbon
technologies by addressing market barriers to
developing and deploying clean technologies.
• Seek cost-effective solutions that reduce costs
to society and allocate risks appropriately.
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• Enable significant progress towards the state’s
policy goals including energy, air quality, and
emissions goals.
• Consider opportunities across all sectors that
can significantly reduce carbon emissions –
such as renewable energy, energy efficiency,
transportation, the water-energy nexus, and
innovation.
• Avoid providing public support where private
financing already does the job.
• Use public finance mechanisms where they
are appropriate and efficient, rather than to
address problems that may be better addressed
through policy or regulatory changes.
• Improve access to low-carbon technologies,
particularly in disadvantaged communities.

How could a California Green Bank help
accelerate low-carbon technologies?
Here we outline some of the more promising ways in
which a California green bank could help accelerate
emissions reductions, based on stakeholder interviews,
review of other state green bank efforts, and a limited
literature review. The opportunities generally fall into
three categories:
1. Help more Californians easily and affordably finance
low-carbon technologies
2. Help businesses and public entities get low-cost
private financing to reduce emissions.
3. Build on California’s leadership in clean technology
& practice innovation

1. Help more Californians easily and
affordably finance low-carbon technologies
Many Californians want to take advantage of lowcarbon technologies that can save them money over
time, but cannot because of difficulty finding affordable
financing for high upfront costs. For example:
• Lowering financing costs for home water &
energy efficiency upgrades: Unlike mortgages
and car loans, a lender can’t remove an upgrade
if the loan isn’t repaid. As a result such loans
have higher interest rates, even though the
energy savings may lower the homeowners bills
overall.
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• Solar leasing for consumers with moderate
credit scores: About 15% of Californians have
credit scores high enough to get affordable
home mortgages, but don’t qualify for a such
leases; early experience suggests that banks’
unfamiliarity with them may be a major reason.
• Lower-cost financing for electric vehicles: A
recent poll1 found 42% of households could
switch to EVs without major lifestyle changes.
However, a lower income buyer may not qualify
for electric vehicle financing, but can finance
a cheaper, inefficient car with higher total
monthly costs.
A green bank could help by:
Providing the security needed to lower energy upgrade
financing costs. For example, Property Assessed Clean
Energy (PACE) financing secures a loan by linking
payments to property taxes. The recently announced
California loan loss reserve for PACE financing will most
likely need additional funding, which a green bank could
provide.
Offering credit enhancements to financiers to kickstart private lending. Many Californians who have
lower incomes or credit scores have the ability to
repay loans that finance a money saving upgrade. By
providing targeted support to private sector lenders the
green bank will help consumers reduce their expenses,
increase comfort, reduce carbon emissions and will
help meet legislated requirements to aid disadvantaged
communities. Over time the strategy will attract
increased private capital and lead to more widespread
availability of consumer finance for such activities.

2. Help businesses and public entities get lowcost private financing to reduce emissions.
In finance, bigger is often cheaper. Many of California’s
small businesses and public sector entities have a hard
time getting affordable financing for projects that can
reduce carbon emissions. For example:
• Many commercial properties with existing
mortgages often can’t finance energy
upgrades: These projects may be creditworthy
but are unattractive to private lenders due to
banking regulations.
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• Small businesses as well as public and
non-profit entities have a hard time financing
renewable energy projects: They often cannot
directly make use of federal renewable tax
incentives and have difficulty raising funds
• Uncertain business and financing models for
deploying alternative fuel infrastructure are
a barrier to reducing vehicle emissions: For
example, a recent poll found that a third of
respondents met all the requirements for using
plug-in electric vehicles – except for access
to charging infrastructure. But we can’t be
certain where alternative fueling stations will
first be needed, how many we’ll need, or how
often they’ll be used. As a result, both private
businesses and public entities have difficulty
building business cases that can allow them to
affordably finance infrastructure deployment.
A green bank could help by:
Leveling the playing field for small business and
public sector energy projects. A green bank can
directly provide long-term low-cost loans or credit
enhancements for small businesses’ renewable or
energy efficiency projects; similarly, it could provide
financing support to private sector entities that provide
energy efficiency and solar services to public and nonprofit entities.
Aggregating projects to improve access to low-cost
private finance. A large portfolio of similar projects
or loans based on standard terms and contracts
can be financed at low cost by large investors who
cannot cost-effectively provide such financing to
any individual loan or project. Such a portfolio – with
many projects across a diverse range of stakeholders,
markets, and geographies – is a less risky investment
than an individual project and could be attractive to
large institutional investors such as pension funds. This
approach could be extended to reduce financing costs
for portfolios of large, utility scale projects financed by
several state green banks.
Coordinating flexible financing support for alternative
fuel infrastructure. A green bank could work with
both the public and private sector to flexibly provide
the financing support needed over time to spur
the appropriate deployment of alternative fuel
infrastructure, building the data and experience needed
to establish the business case for increased future
financing.
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3. Build on California’s leadership in clean
technology & practice innovation
California leads the world in energy innovation, but
faces difficulty in scaling up those innovations within
our borders.
• Financing for technology commercialization
at scale is difficult to obtain: The Department
of Energy’s loan programs, which supported
nearly $8 billion in loans to eight innovative
California projects over the last four years, face
an uncertain future. Financing for new projects
that bridge the ‘valley of death’ between
demonstration and commercialization at scale
is largely non-existent.
• California needs innovation in low carbon
grid-flexibility and energy storage: In order
to support a cleaner electric grid, California
utilities are required to procure 1.3GW of electric
energy storage by the end of the decade. This
mandate requires rapid scale-up of new grid
storage technologies. However, investors will
be reluctant to finance the first facilities under
this new procurement mechanism because they
lack historical financial and technical data on
comparable assets.
• Little financing is available for at-scale
innovation in transportation infrastructure or
practices: Financing support for bold, innovative
ideas to transform our built infrastructure and
change the way we move goods and people
– like truck-lane electrification, novel city
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or neighborhood design, or novel modes of
transport – fall between jurisdictions both at the
state and federal level.
A green bank could help by:
Financing scale-up of innovative energy technologies,
infrastructure, and practices in California. California
boasts some of the best innovators and entrepreneurs
in the world. We can take advantage of that talent to
identify the most promising energy technology and
infrastructure projects for scale-up and provide them
the advice and financing support they need to succeed.
By offering long-term loans, loan guarantees, insurance
products, or low-cost public investment, the Green
Bank could leverage California’s innovation advantage
into facilities and jobs in California. For example, it
could kick-start private financing of energy storage
at scale by supporting financing for the first few such
facilities. A focus on innovative approaches to building,
transportation and industrial electrification could spur
deep carbon reductions needed to achieve our 2050
goals.
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